CHANGE LOGS:

iRacing BETA Interface - 01.00.27-beta

- Session Registration is now disabled if the Session is full.

- New filters have been added to the Car List.

- License Requirement Filtering now utilizes License Group instead of License Levels.

- For Tag filters, License Levels have been rearranged in descending order.

- Noon is now the default simulated starting time when creating any Hosted Session.

- Navigating to the Error page without having an actual error now redirects the user to the home page.

- The turquoise banner alerting the user that the Series they are browsing in Unranked has been removed.

- The tinted overlay on the images for the Home Page News Slider has been reduced.

- Fixed an issue where the Results for an event would automatically switch which session type results it was displaying.

- Fixed an issue where trying to load a Replay at the Nürburgring Combined track would ask you to buy something you already own.

- Fixed an issue with Grid View where items would change location after becoming a favorite (starred).

- Fixed an issue with Grid View where some sorting options were not working.

Membersite

- Prior to this release, the login pages, shopping cart, billing, and purchasing pages and "My Account" portion of the membersite were delivered via HTTPS. With this release, all remaining portions of the membersite are also delivered via HTTPS.

- With the exception of the forums, all pages of the membersite should be marked as secure at all times. This displays as a green lock in Firefox, a grey lock in Chrome, and a clear lock in Edge. If you encounter any pages which are not secure or which display Mixed Content warnings, please contact support@iracing.com and these will be corrected.

- The forums will also be delivered via HTTPS, but will display Mixed Content warnings when members include image links from insecure sites. These do NOT need to be reported as it is the expected behavior and functions in the same manner as other forums and news aggregations sites. All data between the
browser and iRacing’s web infrastructure remains encrypted.

Internet Explorer

- With this release, Internet Explorer will no longer properly display various portions of the membersite. As discussed in the 2019 Season 2 Release Notes, support for all versions of Internet Explorer was dropped on March 5, 2019. Members currently using Internet Explorer should begin using Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox or Microsoft Edge to access the membersite.
  - Google Chrome - https://www.google.com/chrome/

iRacing Test Drive Service

- The iRacing Test Drive service has been updated with the latest and greatest content!

Simultaneous Multi-Projection (SMP) Rendering

- Fixed an issue that was causing missing or flashing triangles near the edges of the screen when using SMP "perspective surround w-warping multi-projection" with a GTX2000 series GPU.

Single Pass Stereo (SPS) Rendering

- Fixed SPS to work correctly with non-parallel eye projections on GTX2000 series GPUs.
  - GTX1000 series GPUs are unable to do this with SPS enabled.

Pit Stop Animation - Indycars

- Transitions between animations have been smoothed to reduce animation flicker.

Virtual Reality

- Fixed an issue with the visor tear-offs not appearing in right-eye when Single-Pass Stereo (SPS) Rendering was enabled.

CARS:
Dirt Late Model

- (ALL) - Passenger-side WOO decal has been moved up to where it was located last season.

TRACKS:

Bristol Motor Speedway

- Opponent cars at this track should now be less inclined to run up into the outside wall.

Charlotte Motor Speedway

- Fixed a track surface bump in the backstretch apron near the chicane.

Eldora Speedway

- Gravity now affects the animated pit crew waiting for your vehicle normally here.